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The Turkic peoples of the Volga Region lost their statehood for centuries due to the
Russian occupation of the Khanate of Kazan and Astrakhan in the mid–16th century. The
memory of statehood among these peoples has been maintained and preserved for posterity
through the oral historiography of the steppe. It comes as no surprise then that there has
been an effort to create and strengthen the national identities in the post-Soviet Turkic republics with the successive publication of the latest editions of national epics and collections of historical stories.
Research objectives and materials: This investigation focuses on one such source
that forms part of the oral historiography of the steppe, a Genghis-name compiled and recorded by an unknown author in the late 17th century. The chapter on Genghis Khan contains two stories that depict the various forms of organisational practices in nomadic states.
The first was characteristic of the Golden Horde and the Nogai Horde at its zenith; it concerns the joint rule of the khan and the beglerbeg. The second depicts relations in the late
Golden Horde and its successor states, in which the khan and the four chieftains constituted
and led the country together. In the Genghis-name we could set the type of a super complex
chiefdom headed by Temir Kutlu Khan with his four kara@ı biy’s of the clans Kiyat,
Kongrat, Cathay, Saldzhut.
Research results and novelty: It was possible to give an answer to the question why
are so different the kara@ı biy’s of the Great Horde of those in the other late Golden Horde
states.
A historian can glean information from this story both on the age in which the source
was created and on practices of nomadic rule: What stands out above all is that the clans
had the right to resist and that they were able to shift away from their tyrannical rulers
without any consequences and seek a new ruler for themselves. The steppe lacked the power of law that would have enabled the ruler to use force in such cases. The khan was only
able to maintain his power over the chieftains through his generous gifts or by ensuring
regular opportunities for booty. The khan came to be the leader of the society through the
support of the chieftains but had no absolute power over them.
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The Turkic peoples of the Volga Region lost their statehood for centuries due
to the Russian occupation of the Khanate of Kazan in the mid–16th century. The
memory of statehood among these peoples has been maintained and preserved for
posterity through the oral historiography of the steppe. It comes as no surprise then
that there has been an effort to create and strengthen the national identities in the
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post-Soviet Turkic republics with the successive publication of the latest editions
of national epics and collections of historical stories, the so-called Genghis-name,
part of the oral historiographies of the steppe – which had previously been forbidden and considered to be ‘feudal in content’ .
The oral historiography of the steppe, according to Judin’s definition, is the
individual’s memory of his own past, a collection of stories of events he has experienced which have been strung together and written down. This is considered
unique because it does not refer to a chronicle either recorded by one author or
(perhaps) commissioned, but to a series of loosely linked stories that have preserved the collective historical consciousness of the nomadic peoples [10,
p. 64t65]. The genre of the individual pieces within the collections is qar; söz ‘the
old word’. Historical research has only recently acknowledged this group of
sources after Judin with his colleagues published the Genghis-name of Ötemiš
Hauuv [10]. My investigation focuses on one such source that forms part of the oral
historiography of the steppe, a Genghis-name compiled and recorded by an unknown author in the late 17th century [12]. The chapter on Genghis Khan contains
two stories that depict the various forms of organisational practices in nomadic
states. I will discuss these in the following. Although a number of motifs in the
stories refer to the Secret History of the Mongols , it must be emphasised that the
Genghis Khan depicted in them is not identical to the historical figure who established the Mongol Empire. Instead, this figure represents the ideal ruler and his
relationship to the chieftains. For those who are unfamiliar with the story, I will
briefly summarise it:
The father of the most beautiful maiden in all the land intended her for the gods,
so he had her locked up in a dark tower so the eyes of no man could behold her. At
the urging of the maiden, her nanny opened the window and she fell pregnant from
the ray of light that entered the room. In order to avoid shame, her parents locked her
up in a boat and left her to her fate. A sharp-eyed archer, however, shot at the boat
and tore off the sideboard, thus freeing the girl, whom he later married. During their
wedding night, the girl proved to be a virgin despite her pregnancy. The child conceived supernaturally was born and was called Duyın-bayan, and when he grew up
they bought him a wife. Three boys were born to his wife, Alango, but on his death
bed Duyın-bayan considered none of them fit for leadership and thus promised his
people that after his death a child would be born who would be worthy to be their
ruler. There would be a sign: he would come down in the shape of a ray of light to
the tent of his widowed wife and would exit the tent in the shape of a wolf. The child
was indeed born, as it was foretold, and was called Genghis in the end because the
wolf had shouted this name twice on leaving the tent.
Now the question arises, whether the story in the Genghis-name preserved an
old Mongolian legend of origin or did rather the oral historiography of the steppe
adapt the story included in the Secret History of the Mongols? If the version of
Genghis Khan’s birth surviving in our sources would be known only from the
steppe one might think about its adaptation. But exactly in the very same form as to
be read in the Genghis-name, the story also appears on an ink wash drawing in a
genealogy composed in the years 1426/1427 for the Timurid sovereign, Shahruh

1

It was the fate of the Edige epic too [8, p. 247−254].
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(1409–1447), from which a copy from the 16th-century survived . It is well known
that in order to ensure his legitimacy Tamerlan went back in several forms to the
Mongol traditions . The genealogy compiled for his son, Shahruh, begins with the
miraculous conception of Alan-koa. It was displayed on the drawing as follows: the
tent in which Alan-koa was staying symbolized the circle. The square in the circle
was referring to her bed, on which Alan-koa is represented kneeling. On her left
shoulder lies the Moon. She follows the Wolf leaving the tent with her eyes, while
spreading her hands as a sign of astonishment. Above of the drawing is the explanation in Persian and Turkv (in Uyghur script): Alan-quwa-nAng oglan-lar-A-nïng
šu'bä-si buu yosun birl-ä. “The origin of the sons of Alan-koa [ocured] in this
way.” (see the picture below).

The path of the posthumous child, Genghis, to the throne of the khanate, however, was not a straight one. His tyrannical elder brothers threatened his life, and he
was forced to escape. This is where the chieftains enter the story. They turned their
backs on the tyrannical brothers, and ten biys set out to find Genghis and invite him
to be their ruler. Four chieftains, however, refused to go with them because they
continued to support Genghis’ brothers. After a long search, when the ten biys finally found Genghis, they were so happy that they let their horses go free. They
therefore did not know how to bring Genghis home. So they made a wagon for
Genghis to sit on, and they tied themselves to the front of the wagon for lack of
horses. Since one of the beys was lame, he sat next to Genghis on the wagon and
drove the “horses”, that is, the beys [12, fol. 19r].
A historian can glean information from this story both on the age in which the
source was created and on practices of nomadic rule: What stands out above all is
2

The ink wash drawing is from the manuscript ŠuFb-i pänGgHnä (BaysunIur Album,Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi J 2152, fol. 42a). It was first published by Z.V. Togan and Emel
Esin [23; 11].
3
This can be observed in Timur’s mausoleum in Samarkand. The genealogy on his sarcophagus – from them only a part is quoted – enough to Bodonchar, the ancestor of Genghis, and
reflects the story broadly known from the Secret History of Mongols. “The father of this
nobleman [i.e. of Bodonchar] is unknown, his mother is Alan Qo'a. One says Alan Qo'a was
inherently loyal and pure, and she was not a whore. It was of a light beam in a human form that
occurred on the door, and made her pregnant. They said he was a descendant of Ali bin Abu
Talib were, the Emir of the Faithful. The declaration of Alan Qo'a is underpinned by the fact that
her grandchild defeated everybody” [22; 18, p. 332wxxxyTz{|}
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that the clans had the right to resist and that they were able to shift away from their
tyrannical rulers without any consequences and seek a new ruler for themselves. The
steppe lacked the power of law that would have enabled the ruler to use force in such
cases [15, p. 372]. The khan was only able to maintain his power over the chieftains
through his generous gifts or by ensuring regular opportunities for booty. The khan
came to be the leader of the society through the support of the chieftains but had no
absolute power over them. The image of the chieftains pulling the wagon, with one
of them driving the others, symbolizes this concept. The wagon represents the country here, which is ruled in tandem by the khan and beglerbeg4. Although the word
beglerbeg does not appear in the story, there are unmistakable references to the lame
bey filling this position, for example, the signet ring of Alango, which he requested
so that he could prove that he and the other chieftains had come from Genghis’
mother [12, fol. 18r]. The seal is actually the symbol of the beglerbeg’s power.
For the contemporary nomadic audience, the motif of the wagon mentioned
above clearly symbolized the shared rule of the khan and the beglerbeg over the
clans, which was the practice on the eastern wing of the Golden Horde as of the fifteenth century. On the eastern wing, the descendants of Edige of the Mangit clan, the
head of the Nogai Horde, supplied the beglerbegs, who ruled together with the Jochid
khans, and it was often they themselves who were the true lords of the steppe [6].
This system of exercising power in the East wing was preserved for centuries, while
in the West wing it disappeared with the dissolution of the Golden Horde and was
replaced with a new practice of power in the newly established khanates. If we continue reading the Genghis-name, we can also find traces of this as well.
As the story continues, Genghis and the chieftain consult. Genghis ensures the
biys that just as the eyebrow and the eye belong together they too would form a
unity5. Genghis redistributed the people among them and designated a territory for
each chieftain, providing them with clan markers, such as trees and birds, and war
cries (uran), such as sign of property (tamga). I wish to point out here that, as far as
I know, the Genghis-name is the only source that preserves all the four clan markers6. The markers of the clans helped to distinguish themselves from the others and
in addition had an everyday function too: it served as the clans’ properity protection (tamIa), and assisted in the survival of the clans’ members, as in combat they
recognized each other with their war cry (uran). The role of the trees and birds of
the clans are beyond everyday life’s usage. They are associated with the vitality
and the charisma of their society.

4

The most cited example is the explaining of the Shirin bey about the hierarchy in the
Crimean Khanate: “Are there not two shafts to a cart? The right shaft is my lord the khan, and
the left shaft am I, with my brothers and children” [16]. According to a Karakalpak legend to
rescue the collapsed country they wanted to call Genghis among them. They went to look for
Genghis, and brought him on a car in to the country [5, c. 88].
5
“köz üstünde qašı teg…” [12, fol. 26v].
6
For the trees of the clans see [13]. The other markers of the clans are discussed in my
forthcoming book.
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Name

Tree

Genghis
Khan

@ïnar
Platanus

UyšAn
MayqA-biy

qaraIa@ Ulmus
pumila

Ming OrdaIbiy

qayïn
Betulaceae

Qaldar-biy

Bird
iki baš
qaraquš
double-headed
eagle
qaraquš
Aquila
chrysaetos

Uran

Tamga

GHn qaba

quš baš
bird’s head

salawat

sergä (?)

qar@ïIa
Astur
palumbariusu

Alau

quš
qabïrIa
bird’s rib

Kandal
Santalum

kögär@in
Culumba

arnaw

GümüG
ladle

Tamyan-biy

tiräk
Populus

qïrIïy
Accipiter
nissus

LuLya

ïrIaq
hook

QApIaq-biy

qarama Ulmus

börküt
Aquila fulva

Toqsaba

taraq
comb

Mutyan-biy

miläš
Sorbus
aucuparia

Lurna
Grus grus

Bayqongrat

quyušIan
crupper

Burduan-biy

imän
Quercus

kü@ükän
Milvus migraus
Bodd.

aq LoIan

GaIalbay
hammer

uormatı-biy

üyängi
Salix

itelgü
Buteo buteo

aq Laylaq

sïnlï sinäk
hayfork

Kereit-biy

@ökä
Tilia

qaz
Anger anser

ar börü

köz
eye

BorqAt-biy

@aIan
Acer

hödhöd
Upupa epops

Buruu

hamza
hamza
character

QÏYAT, son
of BodonIar

QaraIay
Pinus larix

šonqar
Gyr-falcon

aru GHn

a@amay
/äMirnä
reel

QATAY,
son of
Qa~ınIarbiy

artïš
Juniperus

qaMdu
Ciconia
ciconia

Laylaq

särü(?)

Sengle, son
of
QONGRAT

älmaIa@
Zelkova
ulmoides

lH@ïn
Accipiter
gentilis

Qongrat

ay
Moon
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SALuUTbiy

köbrüG
Fraxinus

köyüldü
Scolopax
rusticola

Barlas

öy
house

Temir
Qutlu-biy

Girük
Alnus

KayïKqan
Pica pica

Laban

yarïm
taraq
half a comb
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Let’s see now what we can read out from the table with regard to the organisation of the contemporary society. Can the clans mentioned in the Genghis story be
connected to some nomadic social organisation that can be defined in terms of time?
You must have noticed by now that I have attempted to avoid the terms tribe and
tribal alliance. The most recent literature by Russian and American scholars does not
use these, instead dividing nomadic societies into simple, complex and super complex chiefdoms (voždestvo) and conceding the super complex chiefdom as the forerunner of the early state [3]. This new theory can be nicely illustrated through our
source. But let’s first look at the list of chieftains’ names [12, fols. 23r−25v]7. Following the name of Genghis Khan, we see the names of the ten biys who elected him
as khan. Most of these can be accepted as ethnoanthroponyms, that is, a personal
name that evolved out of a clan name, but it is more likely that in this case we are
dealing with ethnonyms. In addition to each name, the title biy is noted next to each
name. This is the Kipchak Turkic form of the well-known Turkic word beg/bey. One
of the elements of the compound names is also the name of a clan (Uyš;n MayqA-biy,
M;ng OrdaI-biy). There are only three exceptions: Genghis Khan, Qaldar-biy and
Temir Qutlu-biy. In the story, Genghis Khan is the leader of the complex chiefdom,
the clan to which Qaldar-biy belongs is debated – therefore, I will not discuss it now
– and Temir Qutlu is an actual historical figure, the khan of the Golden Horde, who
ruled during the last years of the fourteenth century in Astrakhan. Naturally, in this
story, he cannot be called a khan since this position is held by Genghis, and this is
why he is referred to as a chieftain. But the fact that his name appears supports the
supposition that these are perhaps the clans of the Volga region in the late Golden
Horde period during the reign of Temir Qutlu. I have marked the various clan names
with different colours and used bold to mark four of them. These latter clans are
those whose leaders did not accompany the others to ask Genghis to be their khan,
but continued to support Genghis’ tyrannical brothers. And they paid for it. Genghis
had them killed. However, one son of each survived because they were each hidden
in time. Why would the children of Genghis’s obvious enemies have been permitted
to join the newly established khanate and have been granted people and signs of clan
hood, just like Genghis’ supporters?
There is only one explanation for this: this part of the Genghis story preserved
the so-called four-bey system8. The khan and the leaders of the four major clans,
the qara@;-beys, established a new khanate together on the right (West) wing of the
late Golden Horde, in the successor khanates formed west of the Yaik (Ural) River,
in the Great Horde [7, p. 29] and in the Crimean [20], Kazan and Kasimov Kha-

7
8

The order of the chieftains’ name does not follow the source. They are grouped now by me.
First described by V.V. Vel’jaminov-Zernov [1].
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nates9. The international literature uses the term ruling tribes to describe them,
noting that their leaders participated in governance as well. In my view, the term
state-forming clans would be more appropriate because their role in establishing
and maintaining the state was highly significant. It was they who elected the khans,
it was they who inaugurated them by raising them on a white felt rug [21; 14], or,
in contrast, it was they who removed them from their position by withdrawing support. The khan and the four chieftains pre-supposed one another, they formed the
state together, they exercised power together, and none of them was able to rule
without the other. In the late fourteenth century, there were probably four major
clans in league with Temir Qutlu Khan: the Qıyat, Qongrat, Qatay and Saluut clans.
Thus, in the story, it would not have been possible for Genghis to establish a new
khanate without them; this explains why these four also received clan markers.
If we now examine the ten loyal clans, we recognize among them the complex
chiefdom of the Bashkir Seven Clans, the Yete ïrïu [5, p. 434 ff.], which, at the
time, consisted of the Tamyan, Mutyan (Muyten), Burdžan and QApIaq clans. The
last in the list, however, formed a simple chiefdom with the QarA-QApsaq
(QApsaq=QApIaq), SarA-QApsaq and Sankem-QApsaq clans. These were independent
clans; otherwise, we would not have arrived at the number seven!
Thus, we are not far from the truth if we suppose that the Genghis-name preserved the image of a nomadic society in the Volga region in the late fourteenth
century, in a supercomplex chiefdom. It was led by the khan, Temir Qutlu, who,
besides being the leader of his own clan, ruled in tandem with four state-forming
clans, the QAyat, Qongrat, Qatay (QAtay/HAtay) and Saldžut clans. The clans that
submitted to him directly (the UyšAn, Ming, Kereit, BorqAt/Burqut and DžormatA
clans) fell under his rule, including the Bashkir complex chiefdom mentioned above,
the Yete ;r;u.
Finally, the Genghis story also provides an answer to the question posed in
1986 in the Ph.D. dissertation by Schamiloglu, the American Turkologist of Tatar
descent. In his discussion of the four-bey system, Schamiloglu pointed out that in
the successor khanates of the Golden Horde the qara@;-beys were initially everywhere that the leaders of the Širin, BarAn, Ar~An and QApIaq clans were, except in
the Great Horde, where this office was filled by the leaders of the QAyat, Man~At,
SalIiut and Qongrat clans. He supposed that the state-forming clans of the Great
Horde were so different from those of the other khanates developed along the right
wing because their khans had inherited the clans of Temir Qutlu. The Genghisname confirms his supposition. If we compare the four state-forming clans in the
Genghis-name (QAyat, Qongrat, Qatay and Saldžut) with the leading clans of the
Great Horde (QAyat, Man~At, SalIiut and Qongrat), we find only one difference: the
Man~Ats took the place of the Qatays in the Great Horde. The Qatay clan did not
disappear, however; it maintained its leading role in Astrakhan as late as the midsixteenth century [2, p. 66−67]. The appearance of the Man~Ats can be explained by
the fact that they exercised a significant influence in the eastern and western wings
of the Golden Horde as of the fifteenth century, first in the Great Horde and then in
the Crimean khanate, but only as one of the four qara@;-beys.

9

The last work on this theme: [4].
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